
SKJ Juris and CFT Consulting: Shaping the Future with a Groundbreaking Joint
Venture

SOMERSET, NJ, United States, January 16, 2024  – Mac Hutchinson, Chief
Marketing Officer (SKJ Juris USA) announced today – SKJ Juris’s new Strategic
Joint Venture with CFT Consulting in a landmark move poised to redefine the
landscape of legal and IT services. SKJ Juris is thri l led to announce its
collaboration with CFT Consulting, a leader in global recruitment. This joint
venture, effective from December 06, 2023, marks a significant milestone in
both companies' histories, setting a new standard for innovation and expertise in
the industry.

SKJ Juris, renowned for its cutting-edge approach to legal and IT solutions, is
now poised to expand its capabil ities with the establishment of its Global
Capabil ity Center (GCC). This strategic development is more than just an
expansion; it 's a transformational step forward, enabling SKJ Juris to leverage
CFT Consulting's extensive global staffing network. Together, the synergy of
these two powerhouses wil l  unlock new opportunities for growth, innovation, and
unparalleled client service.

Captive Legal Back Office and IT Captive Center: A Dual-Thrust Approach

At the heart of this collaboration are two core solutions offered by SKJ Juris
under the GCC: the Captive Legal Back Office (LBO) Solution and the IT Captive
Center. These initiatives are designed to drive businesses towards unparalleled
success, equipping them with the tools and expertise needed to thrive in an
increasingly digital world. The Captive LBO Solution focuses on providing
comprehensive legal support services, streamlining operations and enhancing
efficiency. Meanwhile, the IT Captive Center is dedicated to offering cutting-
edge IT solutions, fostering digital transformation across various sectors.
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A Commitment to Excellence and Innovation

SKJ Juris's partnership with CFT Consulting is not just about expanding services;
it 's a commitment to excellence. With a team comprising exceptional, highly
skil led, experienced, and dependable resources, the joint venture is set to raise
the bar for client satisfaction, excellence, and high performance standards in the
GCC. This collaboration underscores both organizations' dedication to not only
meeting but exceeding client expectations.

The SKJ Juris Advantage: Customized Solutions for Revolutionary Success

What sets SKJ Juris apart in this venture is its abil ity to offer tailored solutions,
aligning with the unique needs of each business and organization. The GCC's
flexible and innovative approach ensures that every client receives a solution
that is not just effective but also transformative. This customization is the
cornerstone of the SKJ Juris advantage, propell ing clients towards
groundbreaking success.

Embark on a Journey of Innovation and Success

We invite you to join SKJ Juris and CFT Consulting on this revolutionary journey.
Together, we are not just embracing technology and creativity; we are
converging them to create something extraordinary. Be a part of this
groundbreaking venture that promises to redefine what's possible in the realms
of legal and IT services.
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